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Part 1 - Statistical Information

GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U ABS TOTAL

PAPER A 42 130 146 104 26 51 2 501

PAPER B 73 121 97 30 30 13 364

TOTAL 42 130 146 177 147 97 30 81 15 865
% OF 
TOTAL 4.86 15.03 16.88 20.46 16.99 11.21 3.47 9.36 1.73 100

Table 1:  Distribution of grades 

Part 2- General Comments

Answers provided by the candidates varied; the majority were good and in some cases  very well-detailed, 
as the level entails. However, in some instances sentence construction posed difficulties for the marker to 
understand the reasoning behind the answers given (this being more common among candidates who sat for 
Paper B).  In the latter case, answers provided were often in general (showing a lack of confidence in the 
Food and Nutrition area of study) and very brief (sometimes consisting of a one-word answer), lacking 
important details. 
Candidates need to read the questions carefully and keep focused on what is required of them especially 
when answering long questions. Some candidates need to improve their handwriting as at times this was 
not legible at all. 

2.1 Comments about candidate’s performance in Paper I

Question 1a:- The majority of the candidates answered the question correctly. 
Question1b:- The defining of the terms “Rubbing in” and “rolling out” were quite well answered. 
However when the candidates came to define “kneading” it appeared that they forgot that this was related 
to short crust pastry and instead gave the method of kneading used for yeast pastry.
Question 1c:- i) Modification of the flour and reason were well answered.
ii) A clear description of the type of fat was not always specified as “polyunsaturated”. The reason was not 
always given as related to heart disease, obesity or raised blood cholesterol level
Question 1d and e:- This was well answered and reasons for 1e were realistic ones..
Question 2a:- The candidates knew the amount of water needed daily yet when it came to the calorific 
content of water the answers ranged from 0 to thousands of calories. 
Question 2c:- Reasons for drinking water in 2c varied. Some candidates gave very sound reasons, others 
just delved lightly on “body fluids”, “digestion”, “body temperature and “excrete waste products”
Question 2d1:- In this question candidates should have read the question carefully and understood what 
was required in their answer. Quite a number of candidates ignored the word “higher” and just listed 
anybody in their answers.
Question 2e:- In this question a variety of suggestions were given ranging from weak ones such as “tell 
them water is good for them” to stronger ones being ”organising talks”,  “creating posters” and organising 
“water days” in schools.
Question 3a:- Reasons for replacing meat with nuts and pulses were on the whole quite good and showed 
that the candidates knew the guidelines.
Question 3b:- Some listed nuts under the pulses list and pulses under the nuts list. Others gave 3 type of 
nuts as salted, dry and mixed. Also peanut is not a nut as many answered. (It is a member of the legume 
family).
Question 3c:-  In this question it was not merely the expiry date which was required but the actual state of 
the nuts re cracks and holes in the shell, pest infestation, mould, rattling sound etc. Regarding storage, 
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sealed containers and dark cool dry place were given as answers yet hardly anybody mentioned the 
refrigerator or freezer as a storage place.
Question 3d:- A good number of candidates just answered using part of the question as their answer 
namely “saving energy” and “cooking time” instead of helping the pulses to swell and soften before 
boiling. A number of candidates were aware of the toxins of under cooked kidney beans. However a good 
number were not aware of this fact.
Question 4a and 4b:- Both these questions were well answered as also the definitions of osteoporosis and 
osteomalacia. 
Question 4d1 and 4d2:- There were quite a few candidates who gave a positive impact of the 3-year 
campaign on the Maltese population. Further suggestions for the campaign were poorly answered giving 
the impression that the word campaign was not understood by the majority of candidates.
Question 5:- The answers were rather varied. It was evident that a number of candidates never saw or 
handled a pressure cooker. Others had some knowledge regarding the advantages and disadvantages but 
had the misconception that pressure cookers frequently explode and were also unable to name the parts of 
this piece of equipment giving knobs, rings, splash back and oven etc.. as parts of the pressure cooker. A 
smaller number of candidates performed well in all parts of this question showing a good understanding of 
this energy saving equipment.
Question 6a:- This was quite well answered by the majority of the candidates with many earning full 
marks for this section. A small percentage gave brief answers instead of describing the factors.
Question 6b:- In this question many did not know the meaning of packed lunches giving examples of 
tinned foods or chilled foods as instances when packed meals may be required.

Question 6c:- This question focused on practical suggestions when preparing packed meals, in terms of the 
actual quality/type of food content.  A good number of candidates, however, tackled the question from the 
quality and type of the packaging material used, in terms of environmental-friendly practices.  Other 
answers highlighted the time factor, loss of nutrients, avoiding high risk/perishable foods, place where the 
meal is eaten, hygienic practices that minimise cross-contamination and the dietary requirements/age of the 
person/s in concern.  All of these answers were deemed correct and thus were accepted.
Question 7a:- In this question knowledge on the digestive system was put under test, whereby candidates 
had to find the words that best fit the gaps.  The majority found it challenging to get all answers correct, 
either by mixing up the words or else by giving a wrong answer. 

Question 7b:- Most answers were correct, however the use of abbreviations in some cases (for the word 
carbohydrate) penalised the candidates.

Question 7c:- i) This question was well understood and candidates’ awareness on current, local issues 
proved to be high.  This was reflected on the variety of answers provided, mainly, good supply/intake of the 
essential nutrients,  less obese children, lower incidences of diabetes, opportunity to consume fruits and 
vegetables at school and children start to love eating healthier foods from a very young age.

ii. Surprisingly, a good number of candidates found it challenging to quote the WHO RDA of fruits and 
vegetables consumption, believing that the correct serving is of three to five daily, rather than five to nine.  

iii. A good number of candidates were too general in their answers, focusing mainly on the nutrients and 
failing to outline the role/function of the named nutrients in our diet.  Different answers given included; to 
stay healthy, good for the body, for a healthier lifestyle and to prevent diseases.

Question 8a:- Most candidates failed to apply their knowledge of the nutrients to the specific dietary 
requirement presented in the question (convalescent diet).  Instead they provided general/broad answers .
Question 8b:- Candidates’ focus was primarily on the nutritional element outlined in the previous question, 
rather than on the given situation.
Question 8c:- Candidates were not specific in providing clear details of the meals mentioned.  Answers 
provided were thus too broad and not appropriate for the given situation and they did not complement one 
other (e.g. chicken-based starter and a main course with fish as the main ingredient).  A number of 
candidates also lacked understanding and failed to distinguish between the first and the second course.  A 
two-course meal was interpreted differently, mostly taking it as a starter/dessert and a main course (as 
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should be), however some cases included a starter and a dessert or even a drink as a meal.  Some of the 
meals mentioned were not in line with the CINDI Dietary Guidelines.
Question 9a:- Most candidates understood the question and answers given were very similar to what was 
expected. In some instances, however, the language barrier posed expression difficulties.  A minority of 
candidates tackled this question from the consumers’, rather than from the producers’ point of view (in 9a 
i) and vice versa (in 9a ii).
Question 9b:- i) In most cases candidates had a clear understanding of the term ‘poultry’ and this reflected 
positively on the given answers.  Some answers however showed insecurity or lack of familiarity with this 
term.

ii) As most candidates got the previous question correct, they could answer this question quite straight 
forward and thus answers provided were very much in line with what was expected.  Insecure and/or wrong 
answers were expected by those candidates who got the previous question wrong.  There were others who 
produced general answers, e.g. easy to prepare and can be cooked in various ways.

Question 9c:- i) While a good number of answers reflected what was being expected, other given answers 
included either unhealthy or unpractical examples for the given situation.  Different suggestions included 
stir-fried chicken, chicken pizza, chicken dip and poultry fingers/strips.  Most candidates who failed 
understanding of the term ‘poultry’ got their question wrong.

ii) Some of the answers involved general hygienic/safety practices, rather than concerning practices when 
dealing with poultry.  Other answers were kept very brief, thus lacking important details/explanations.  

Question 10a:- This was quite a straight forward question to which most answers given were correct.  In 
some cases though candidates kept very brief and lacked descriptive details.
Question 10b:- While most candidates showed their familiarity with the given symbols (especially the 
recycling and the radiation symbols), others had a false conception of the e symbol (mixing it up with the 
CE mark).
Question 10c:- i) Most candidates referred to the given symbol correctly.

ii) Most candiates answered this question correctly. 
Question 11a:- Considering that this question permitted a variety of answers that could be provided, most 
candidates did produce a valid answer. However, the problem of a lack of confidence and familiarity with 
the nutrients could be clearly observed in some cases, whereby candidates kept their answers in brief, 
lacking detailed explanations or even give general answers that could not be accepted.
Question 11b:- This question tested candidates’ general knowledge on the subject of physical activity and 
lifestyle changes.  A good number of different answers could be provided and candidates did produce 
different and valid answers, although in some cases the language barrier played a very important role in 
determining whether the answer could be accepted or not.  Different answers provided included; avoiding 
stress and focuses better, practice a hobby to keep the athlete deviated from stressing situations/concerns, 
socialisation, sun exposure for vitamin D intake.
Question 11c:- i) Once again, since the content of this question is tackled indirectly, some candidates 
found it challenging to implement their general knowledge and provide a valid answer.  In this case, 
answers given were either general (showing a lack of confidence in the area), or else wrong.

ii) The same applies to this question.
Question 12a:- A good number of candidates were not familiar with the correct temperature in a 
refrigerator and thus got this question wrong.  
Question 12b:- Most candidates answered this question correctly however some students found it difficult 
to express themselves and thus labelled the diagram and used arrows.
Question 12c:- i) Candidates seemed to be quite familiar with this area of study.  Infact most answers 
given were correct.  Given that the question permitted a variety of answers helped candidates in getting a 
correct answer. Still there were candidates who found it difficult to express themselves and answers were 
either very short (lacking proper details/explanations) or could not be read or understood.
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ii) The same applies to this question.  A different answer from the ones expected included; using the FIFO 
(First In First Out) rotation system and this shows the depth of knowledge that particular candidates own in 
the subject.
2.2 Comments about candidate’s performance in Paper IIA

Question 1a:- Most of the students gave a good example of how fun activities help the social well-being of 
a child. A variety of correct answers were also given for mental well-being for example, the child will 
develop creativity, imagination, linguistic and thinking skills. Exercise and keeping fit were the most 
popular answers listed under physical well-being.
Question 1b:- Some of the candidates confused the Lion Mark with the CE mark. Most of the students 
indicated that the lion mark denotes safety but did not mention that it also represents a product which is of a 
good quality. Similarly, students pointed out that the CE mark indicates safety but forgot to mention that 
the toy has been made in conformity with the essential safety requirements within the European Union.
Question 1c:- Quite a few innovative ideas where identified. These included plastic bottles to play 
bowling, toilet paper rolls to be made into binoculars or towers, old socks to make puppets, saucepan and 
wooden spoon to make different sounds.
Question 2a:- The most popular benefits mentioned tackling physical activity included; to feel good and 
get rid of stress, to be active, socialize and to prevent the risk of developing several diseases.
Question 2b:- Quite a few students confused short-term with long-term effects of not being physically 
active.  Moreover, some students did not understand the question since they gave a definition for short-term 
and long-term instead of suitable examples.
Question 3a:- Most candidates got two to three correct answers. However, some did not understand the 
question since they wrote the procedure to wash the clothes or how to have a bath.
Question 3b:- The majority of the students did not find any difficulties to answer this question. 
Question 3c:- Cotton was the most popular answer.
Question 3d:- There was no difficulty in giving the reason to adding fabric conditioner to rinsing water.
Question 3e:- Keep away from fire was one of the most common mistakes.  
Question 3f:- Detergents, fabric conditioner, stain removal and bleach were the most popular answers. A 
few students mentioned brand names instead. Thus, this was an incorrect answer.
Question 4a:- Most of the students only mentioned three correct types of abuse (instead of four), while 
most of the examples were correct. Quite a few students mentioned mental and emotional abuse as two 
different answers. Verbal abuse was the least common answer.
Question 4b:- i) One of the most common incorrect answers was babysitting service at home. As for the 
correct answers, while HW club was quite popular, Appogg Supportline 179, which provides the service on 
a support line where the child can phone in case of difficulty in homework, was barely mentioned.
ii) Good examples were identified for this question.

Question 5a:- Many students listed correct measures that a couple can introduce to conserve water in a 
penthouse. Some examples included taking a shower instead of a bath, dual flushing systems, collection of 
rain water and use water from the air condition to water plants. However, a few did not understand the 
question.
Question 5b:- The most popular benefit for conserving water for the young couple was to save money on 
water bills.
Question 5c:- Most of the answers given to this question were correct.
Questions 6a, b, c:- Nearly all candidates answered these questions correctly.
Question 6d:- Only few students gave the correct answer. The least popular answer was the closed padlock 
in the address bar or on the lower corner of the window. 
Question 6e:- A lot of candidates confused the definition of debit card with that of credit card! 
Questions 6 f-i:- The majority of the students did not find any difficulties to answer these questions. 
Question 7a,b:- Nearly all answers given to these questions were correct.
Question 7c:- A lot of students mentioned features that make the elderly home more comfortable rather 
than safer.
Question 8:-  There were no difficulties for the candidates to answer this question.  It was quite straight 
forward with most students obtaining full marks in it.
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2.3 Comments about candidate’s performance in Paper IIB

Question 1b:- The doctor tool set, drums and the book were the most popular among students. Most of the 
answers were also correct.
Question 1d:- Rough paper to make balls or aeroplanes were amongst the most common answers 
mentioned.
Question 2a:- Some students did not understand this question and instead of benefits of exercise they listed 
different sport activities. 
Question 2 b-d:- Most of the answers were correct.
Question 3a-c:- The candidates were very prepared to answer this question.  There were barely any wrong 
answers. 
Question 4 a-b:- A lot of wrong answers were given to this question. Some students even left this question 
out.
Question 5:- Quite a few incorrect answers were given for questions 5b and 5c.  The other questions posed 
no particular problems for the candidates.

Question 6d:- The term ‘reputable stores’ was not understood by a lot of students. They referred to local 
stores instead.  The other parts of question 6 were answered well.
Question 7c:- It could be well noted that the term ‘sturdy heaters’ misled the students.
Question 7f:- Some students confused Day care centres with Child Care Centres and also with Community 
Residential homes in few cases.
Question 8b:- Since the electricity and water bill is a current topic in the media, when asked how families 
will benefit when using energy saving devices, the majority of students gave correct answers. 
Question 8d:- Instead of initiatives taken by the government, a lot of students understood initiatives that
should be taken by the government so they suggested several ideas how to encourage individuals in 
reducing their electrical consumption. 

Chairperson
Board of Examiners
July 2010
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Table 1:  Distribution of grades 


Part 2- General Comments

Answers provided by the candidates varied; the majority were good and in some cases  very well-detailed, as the level entails. However, in some instances sentence construction posed difficulties for the marker to understand the reasoning behind the answers given (this being more common among candidates who sat for Paper B).  In the latter case, answers provided were often in general (showing a lack of confidence in the Food and Nutrition area of study) and very brief (sometimes consisting of a one-word answer), lacking important details. 


Candidates need to read the questions carefully and keep focused on what is required of them especially when answering long questions. Some candidates need to improve their handwriting as at times this was not legible at all. 


2.1 Comments about candidate’s performance in Paper I

Question 1a:- The majority of the candidates answered the question correctly. 


Question1b:- The defining of the terms “Rubbing in” and “rolling out” were quite well answered. However when the candidates came to define “kneading” it appeared that they forgot that this was related to short crust pastry and instead gave the method of kneading used for yeast pastry.


Question 1c:- i) Modification of the flour and reason were well answered.


ii) A clear description of the type of fat was not always specified as “polyunsaturated”. The reason was not always given as related to heart disease, obesity or raised blood cholesterol level


Question 1d and e:- This was well answered and reasons for 1e were realistic ones..


Question 2a:- The candidates knew the amount of water needed daily yet when it came to the calorific content of water the answers ranged from 0 to thousands of calories. 


Question 2c:- Reasons for drinking water in 2c varied. Some candidates gave very sound reasons, others just delved lightly on “body fluids”, “digestion”, “body temperature and “excrete waste products”


Question 2d1:- In this question candidates should have read the question carefully and understood what was required in their answer. Quite a number of candidates ignored the word “higher” and just listed anybody in their answers.


Question 2e:- In this question a variety of suggestions were given ranging from weak ones such as “tell them water is good for them” to stronger ones being ”organising talks”,  “creating posters” and organising “water days” in schools.


Question 3a:- Reasons for replacing meat with nuts and pulses were on the whole quite good and showed that the candidates knew the guidelines.


Question 3b:- Some listed nuts under the pulses list and pulses under the nuts list. Others gave 3 type of nuts as salted, dry and mixed. Also peanut is not a nut as many answered. (It is a member of the legume family).


Question 3c:-  In this question it was not merely the expiry date which was required but the actual state of the nuts re cracks and holes in the shell, pest infestation, mould, rattling sound etc. Regarding storage, sealed containers and dark cool dry place were given as answers yet hardly anybody mentioned the refrigerator or freezer as a storage place.


Question 3d:- A good number of candidates just answered using part of the question as their answer namely “saving energy” and “cooking time” instead of helping the pulses to swell and soften before boiling. A number of candidates were aware of the toxins of under cooked kidney beans. However a good number were not aware of this fact.


Question 4a and 4b:- Both these questions were well answered as also the definitions of osteoporosis and osteomalacia. 


Question 4d1 and 4d2:- There were quite a few candidates who gave a positive impact of the 3-year campaign on the Maltese population. Further suggestions for the campaign were poorly answered giving the impression that the word campaign was not understood by the majority of candidates.


Question 5:- The answers were rather varied. It was evident that a number of candidates never saw or handled a pressure cooker. Others had some knowledge regarding the advantages and disadvantages but had the misconception that pressure cookers frequently explode and were also unable to name the parts of this piece of equipment giving knobs, rings, splash back and oven etc.. as parts of the pressure cooker. A smaller number of candidates performed well in all parts of this question showing a good understanding of this energy saving equipment.


Question 6a:- This was quite well answered by the majority of the candidates with many earning full marks for this section. A small percentage gave brief answers instead of describing the factors.


Question 6b:- In this question many did not know the meaning of packed lunches giving examples of tinned foods or chilled foods as instances when packed meals may be required.


Question 6c:- This question focused on practical suggestions when preparing packed meals, in terms of the actual quality/type of food content.  A good number of candidates, however, tackled the question from the quality and type of the packaging material used, in terms of environmental-friendly practices.  Other answers highlighted the time factor, loss of nutrients, avoiding high risk/perishable foods, place where the meal is eaten, hygienic practices that minimise cross-contamination and the dietary requirements/age of the person/s in concern.  All of these answers were deemed correct and thus were accepted.


Question 7a:- In this question knowledge on the digestive system was put under test, whereby candidates had to find the words that best fit the gaps.  The majority found it challenging to get all answers correct, either by mixing up the words or else by giving a wrong answer. 


Question 7b:- Most answers were correct, however the use of abbreviations in some cases (for the word carbohydrate) penalised the candidates.


Question 7c:- i) This question was well understood and candidates’ awareness on current, local issues proved to be high.  This was reflected on the variety of answers provided, mainly, good supply/intake of the essential nutrients,  less obese children, lower incidences of diabetes, opportunity to consume fruits and vegetables at school and children start to love eating healthier foods from a very young age.


ii. Surprisingly, a good number of candidates found it challenging to quote the WHO RDA of fruits and vegetables consumption, believing that the correct serving is of three to five daily, rather than five to nine.  


iii. A good number of candidates were too general in their answers, focusing mainly on the nutrients and failing to outline the role/function of the named nutrients in our diet.  Different answers given included; to stay healthy, good for the body, for a healthier lifestyle and to prevent diseases.


Question 8a:- Most candidates failed to apply their knowledge of the nutrients to the specific dietary requirement presented in the question (convalescent diet).  Instead they provided general/broad answers .

Question 8b:- Candidates’ focus was primarily on the nutritional element outlined in the previous question, rather than on the given situation.

Question 8c:- Candidates were not specific in providing clear details of the meals mentioned.  Answers provided were thus too broad and not appropriate for the given situation and they did not complement one other (e.g. chicken-based starter and a main course with fish as the main ingredient).  A number of candidates also lacked understanding and failed to distinguish between the first and the second course.  A two-course meal was interpreted differently, mostly taking it as a starter/dessert and a main course (as should be), however some cases included a starter and a dessert or even a drink as a meal.  Some of the meals mentioned were not in line with the CINDI Dietary Guidelines.

Question 9a:- Most candidates understood the question and answers given were very similar to what was expected. In some instances, however, the language barrier posed expression difficulties.  A minority of candidates tackled this question from the consumers’, rather than from the producers’ point of view (in 9a i) and vice versa (in 9a ii).

Question 9b:- i) In most cases candidates had a clear understanding of the term ‘poultry’ and this reflected positively on the given answers.  Some answers however showed insecurity or lack of familiarity with this term.


ii) As most candidates got the previous question correct, they could answer this question quite straight forward and thus answers provided were very much in line with what was expected.  Insecure and/or wrong answers were expected by those candidates who got the previous question wrong.  There were others who produced general answers, e.g. easy to prepare and can be cooked in various ways.


Question 9c:- i) While a good number of answers reflected what was being expected, other given answers included either unhealthy or unpractical examples for the given situation.  Different suggestions included stir-fried chicken, chicken pizza, chicken dip and poultry fingers/strips.  Most candidates who failed understanding of the term ‘poultry’ got their question wrong.


ii) Some of the answers involved general hygienic/safety practices, rather than concerning practices when dealing with poultry.  Other answers were kept very brief, thus lacking important details/explanations.  


Question 10a:- This was quite a straight forward question to which most answers given were correct.  In some cases though candidates kept very brief and lacked descriptive details.

Question 10b:- While most candidates showed their familiarity with the given symbols (especially the recycling and the radiation symbols), others had a false conception of the e symbol (mixing it up with the CE mark).

Question 10c:- i) Most candidates referred to the given symbol correctly.


ii) Most candiates answered this question correctly. 


Question 11a:- Considering that this question permitted a variety of answers that could be provided, most candidates did produce a valid answer. However, the problem of a lack of confidence and familiarity with the nutrients could be clearly observed in some cases, whereby candidates kept their answers in brief, lacking detailed explanations or even give general answers that could not be accepted.


Question 11b:- This question tested candidates’ general knowledge on the subject of physical activity and lifestyle changes.  A good number of different answers could be provided and candidates did produce different and valid answers, although in some cases the language barrier played a very important role in determining whether the answer could be accepted or not.  Different answers provided included; avoiding stress and focuses better, practice a hobby to keep the athlete deviated from stressing situations/concerns, socialisation, sun exposure for vitamin D intake.


Question 11c:- i) Once again, since the content of this question is tackled indirectly, some candidates found it challenging to implement their general knowledge and provide a valid answer.  In this case, answers given were either general (showing a lack of confidence in the area), or else wrong.


ii) The same applies to this question.


Question 12a:- A good number of candidates were not familiar with the correct temperature in a refrigerator and thus got this question wrong.  


Question 12b:- Most candidates answered this question correctly however some students found it difficult to express themselves and thus labelled the diagram and used arrows.


Question 12c:- i) Candidates seemed to be quite familiar with this area of study.  Infact most answers given were correct.  Given that the question permitted a variety of answers helped candidates in getting a correct answer. Still there were candidates who found it difficult to express themselves and answers were either very short (lacking proper details/explanations) or could not be read or understood.


ii) The same applies to this question.  A different answer from the ones expected included; using the FIFO (First In First Out) rotation system and this shows the depth of knowledge that particular candidates own in the subject.


2.2 Comments about candidate’s performance in Paper IIA

Question 1a:- Most of the students gave a good example of how fun activities help the social well-being of a child. A variety of correct answers were also given for mental well-being for example, the child will develop creativity, imagination, linguistic and thinking skills. Exercise and keeping fit were the most popular answers listed under physical well-being.

Question 1b:- Some of the candidates confused the Lion Mark with the CE mark. Most of the students indicated that the lion mark denotes safety but did not mention that it also represents a product which is of a good quality. Similarly, students pointed out that the CE mark indicates safety but forgot to mention that the toy has been made in conformity with the essential safety requirements within the European Union.

Question 1c:- Quite a few innovative ideas where identified. These included plastic bottles to play bowling, toilet paper rolls to be made into binoculars or towers, old socks to make puppets, saucepan and wooden spoon to make different sounds.

Question 2a:- The most popular benefits mentioned tackling physical activity included; to feel good and get rid of stress, to be active, socialize and to prevent the risk of developing several diseases.

Question 2b:- Quite a few students confused short-term with long-term effects of not being physically active.  Moreover, some students did not understand the question since they gave a definition for short-term and long-term instead of suitable examples.

Question 3a:- Most candidates got two to three correct answers. However, some did not understand the question since they wrote the procedure to wash the clothes or how to have a bath.

Question 3b:- The majority of the students did not find any difficulties to answer this question. 

Question 3c:- Cotton was the most popular answer.


Question 3d:- There was no difficulty in giving the reason to adding fabric conditioner to rinsing water.


Question 3e:- Keep away from fire was one of the most common mistakes.  

Question 3f:- Detergents, fabric conditioner, stain removal and bleach were the most popular answers. A few students mentioned brand names instead. Thus, this was an incorrect answer.

Question 4a:- Most of the students only mentioned three correct types of abuse (instead of four), while most of the examples were correct. Quite a few students mentioned mental and emotional abuse as two different answers. Verbal abuse was the least common answer.

Question 4b:- i) One of the most common incorrect answers was babysitting service at home. As for the correct answers, while HW club was quite popular, Appogg Supportline 179, which provides the service on a support line where the child can phone in case of difficulty in homework, was barely mentioned.

ii) Good examples were identified for this question.


Question 5a:- Many students listed correct measures that a couple can introduce to conserve water in a penthouse. Some examples included taking a shower instead of a bath, dual flushing systems, collection of rain water and use water from the air condition to water plants. However, a few did not understand the question.

Question 5b:- The most popular benefit for conserving water for the young couple was to save money on water bills.

Question 5c:- Most of the answers given to this question were correct.

Questions 6a, b, c:- Nearly all candidates answered these questions correctly.

Question 6d:- Only few students gave the correct answer. The least popular answer was the closed padlock in the address bar or on the lower corner of the window. 

Question 6e:- A lot of candidates confused the definition of debit card with that of credit card! 

Questions 6 f-i:- The majority of the students did not find any difficulties to answer these questions. 

Question 7a,b:- Nearly all answers given to these questions were correct.


Question 7c:- A lot of students mentioned features that make the elderly home more comfortable rather than safer.


Question 8:-  There were no difficulties for the candidates to answer this question.  It was quite straight forward with most students obtaining full marks in it.

2.3 Comments about candidate’s performance in Paper IIB

Question 1b:- The doctor tool set, drums and the book were the most popular among students. Most of the answers were also correct.

Question 1d:- Rough paper to make balls or aeroplanes were amongst the most common answers mentioned.

Question 2a:- Some students did not understand this question and instead of benefits of exercise they listed different sport activities. 

Question 2 b-d:- Most of the answers were correct.


Question 3a-c:- The candidates were very prepared to answer this question.  There were barely any wrong answers. 


Question 4 a-b:- A lot of wrong answers were given to this question. Some students even left this question out.

Question 5:- Quite a few incorrect answers were given for questions 5b and 5c.  The other questions posed no particular problems for the candidates.

Question 6d:- The term ‘reputable stores’ was not understood by a lot of students. They referred to local stores instead.  The other parts of question 6 were answered well.

Question 7c:- It could be well noted that the term ‘sturdy heaters’ misled the students.

Question 7f:- Some students confused Day care centres with Child Care Centres and also with Community Residential homes in few cases.

Question 8b:- Since the electricity and water bill is a current topic in the media, when asked how families will benefit when using energy saving devices, the majority of students gave correct answers. 

Question 8d:- Instead of initiatives taken by the government, a lot of students understood initiatives that should be taken by the government so they suggested several ideas how to encourage individuals in reducing their electrical consumption. 
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